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© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Angelot is found by a gang of wandering children while he is still a baby. He was adopted by the small squad, grew up, learned to fight and fly with them, in the great misery of the Hundred Years' War. After many adventures, Angelot loses his adoptive family and is taken in by the Count of Forez, a poor and
noble knight who makes him his squire. During his journey, Angelot will make rich encounters: Agnes, the daughter of a wealthy merchant promised in marriage to an Italian gentleman, as well as Jehan de Meudon or Songe-Creux, a passionate and highly talkable theatre man. Yet, despite these meetings, Angelot du Lac will not lose sight of his goal: to find
his family and his country, as well as the benefactor whose track he suddenly lost track of. In a France ravaged by the centuries-old war, an infant is found near a lake by a gang of orphans. Raised by the latter, the child is baptized Angelot and discovers the hard life of the left behind the Middle Ages. Armed with slingshot, being successively squireed by a
wandering knight and itinerant theatre actor, Angelot faces a thousand dangers in a world on the brink of chaos. Yvan Pommaux chose to combine adventure with didacism. By bringing his hero through a troubled period in France's history, he tackles many themes specific to this era: knights and castles, garter cutters and malandrins, monks soldiers,
bateleurs and caravans of merchants ... Published in the magazine Astrapi of the very Catholic editions Bayard, Angelot du Lac, it is a bit like dad's cartoon, the one suggested by the weekly Spirou by Charles Dupuis in the early 1950s. The Blue Hawk, The Life of Don Bosco, Timur... historical series in which the moral sense of heroes must be beyond
reproach. For Angelot, this influence is tangible, but not too pervasive. Let's just say that it is the kind of title ideal for parents (or grandparents) who know nothing about cartoons and who want to please their offspring without having to buy one of those annoying manga that is accused of all evils. For the drawing, the clear line of Yvan Pommaux is ultra classic
and effective, although the characters often appear a little too static and lack flexibility Nothing very innovative when it comes to cutting and the different types of plan proposed, does not look here for modernity or avant-garde. Some boards are overloaded with text, while others are almost silent, which sometimes disrupts the flow of the narrative. But the copy
rendered is ultimately very clean and this integrated offer the three albums in the series reads with real pleasure. Not to mention that with the beautiful bright red back and the thick cardboard, here is a beautiful book object that will find its place in a children's library without any problems. Angelot - Yvan Pommaux, Bayard Jeunesse, 2010. 21.90 euros. The
information as well: In addition to his comic productions in Bayard, Yvan Pommaux continues to publish albums for The School of Leisure. In particular, he started a series that presented children with the great characters in Greek mythology. After Theseus and Orpheus, a third title was released in the autumn, Aedipy. Here again large format album with the
most beautiful effect. Mo' A lost orphans like so many others in the middle of the 100-year war. A group of young orphans gather to survive in the midst of the 100-year war. enticing corpses, begging with the monks, unscathed badeaux of the purse, playing tricks at fairs, they manage to live. One day they find a baby, the only survivor of a convoy attacked by
wolves. They adopt it and raise it in their own way. The story begins when the boy, Angelot, is seven years old. After his group of friends, then a walking knight, then a beater, the young Angelot du Lac gradually grows up in this hard world. This article has a paronym, see Lancelot du Lac. Angelot du Lac Logotype Series series of the series. Author Yvan
Pommaux Genre(s) Adventure Protagonists Angelot du LacYthier and ColineAgnèsTelling of ForezJehan de Meudon Pays France Original French Language Publisher Bayard EditionsThe School of Leisure Collection Astrapi First release 1995 Nb. Angelot du Lac is a comic book series by Yvan Pommaux, published from 1995 to 1997, after a preview in
youth magazine Astrapi. Description Synopsis In the Middle Ages, a group of orphans rescued a small child from a wolf pack near a lake. They decided to adopt him and call him Angelot du Lac. Angelot was raised by his friends, including the couple Coline and Ythier. Caught in the middle of a fight, the group is separated. When he finds them, Angelot learns
that Coline is accused of witchcraft and will be executed. With the help of a Lord whom he met, friends are able to free her. Angelot still decides to go with the Lord, Earl of Forez, and become his squire. During his adventures, Angelot meets Agnes, whose first sexual intercourse proves difficult, due to the particularly demanding temperament of the young
woman. Separated from the count, they meet an artist, Songe-Creux, head of a theatre company. The young heroes decide to follow him and become actors Angelot du Lac characters: The protagonist of the story, he is found as a baby by a group of orphans by a lake, while a flock of wolves is about to devour him. He learns from them the different ways of
survival, in the hard life of the Middle Ages. He was then squired by the Earl of Forez, when an actor in Jehan's troupe of Ythier: Leader of the group of orphans, he considers Angelot his little brother, teaches him to steal chickens, to fight with sticks and to master slingshot. He belatedly confesses to Angelot's feelings towards Coline. Eventually reduced to
briganderie, he finds Angelot and Jehan de Meudon offering to join his squad. Coline: A mother figure of Angelot, she is accused of witchcraft after the group was separated by a fight. She was rescued from pyre by Angelot, her friends and the Earl of Forez; When she was released, however, she was only interested in Ythier, which influenced Angelot to the
point of getting him to flee. She eventually became an actress in Jehan de Meudon's discovery, touched by her tragic face. Margot, Girard and Le Ventru: The other members of the orphaned group take care of Lancelot in childhood: Margot teaches him to recognize mushrooms, Girard to juggle and pirouettes, and Le Ventru to steal the purses of the
bourgeoisie. When he finds Ythier and Coline, Angelot learns that Margot has married a boatman and that Girard is dead. Le Ventru, on the other hand, became a chef for the theatre company Maître Songe-Creux. Agnes: The daughter of a wealthy merchant, 12 years old, she is destined to be married to a Florentine prince. While being escorted to her
promised, she becomes the center of political intrigue and is betrayed by the guards of her escort. She then had to flee with Angelot's help, and asked him to take her to Italy. However, their boat was attacked by pirates, and the two young men ran aground on a beach; They meet Jehan de Meudon and join his theatrical company, as they go through many
adventures. Agnes eventually appreciates her situation as an actress, abandoning her claims as a spoiled girl and professing her connection to Angelot. Eustace, Earl of Forez: The Count destroyed, tired of fighting, he meets Angelot after a battle. He offers her food, offers to become his squire, and when he refuses, offers him a ring of great value. This ring
allows Angelot to be recognized from the count when he goes to ask for help to save Coline, and then to pass the guards when he shows up at his castle. After delivering him, Angelot joins his ministry. The Count of Forez agrees to help the provost who leads Agnes to his Prince of Florence. When the two young men went to Italy, Eustace returned to his
Shire and married Countess Lore. He also makes one of his knights available to Angelot to help him find Coline and Ythier. Jehan de Meudon, known as Songe-Creux: Jehan de Meudon is an artist, incorrigible speaking, whose calling is to bring theatre back to life. After hiring Angelot and Agnes, his theater is destroyed by an attack by soldier monks. Using
one of their own, they steal part of their to rebuild his property, quickly again destroyed by robbers. After reinvented Angelot's friends, Jehan de Meudon completes his squad with Ythier, Le Ventru and Coline, whose tragic face seems perfect to play in his new drama. Post-2016 educational use The use of this series was recommended by the Ministry of
Education as an educational medium for students in cycle 3 (CE2-CM2) and especially for the construction of the comic book[1] and the treatment of time. It no longer appears in the list suggested by the department. Influences, inspirations and references Ythier tells Angelot the legend of Tristan and Iseult as a metaphor for expressing his love for Coline.
Angelot's mastery of the slingshot brings him closer to medieval hero Thierry la Fronde, even inspired by Robin Hood. The lullaby Coline sings to Angelot is a mess of Couvin's Watriquet Brassenel. The character who helps Angelot by covering him with animal skins seems inspired by the story The Leader of Wolves. The battle scene where Angelot meets the
count may refer to the film Alexander Nevski. Publications in Astrapi magazine This section is empty, insufficiently detailed or incomplete. Your help is welcome! How do I do that? Album The Time of the Wolves: Bayard Editions, 1991, (ISBN 2-7009-4072-5) Bayard Jeunesse, 2005, (ISBN 2747020169) The Secret of Caravan: Bayard Editions, 1993, (ISBN
2-7009-4086-5) Bayard Jeunesse, 2006, (ISBN 2747020142) Avenger Brothers: Bayard Editions, 1997, (ISBN 2-7009-4104-7) Bayard Youth, 2006, (ISBN 2747020150) Full Black and White, The School of Leisure, 1998, (ISBN 2-211-05416-1) Full Bayard Jeunesse, 2010, (ISBN 2747032221) Notes and references - a and b Aix-Marseille Academy, page
related to Volume 1, seen on 6 July 2012. Clermont Academy, page on Volume 1, opened on July 6, 2012. - Academy of Nantes, page associated with Angelot du Lac, is reached on July 6, 2012. The page of the Ministry of Education and Research dedicated to children's literature, consulted 6. Related article Lancelot du Lac Portal of the French-language
cartoon portal portal in the 1990s This document comes from . ».
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